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Image, Memory and History Fraught with Multiple Di鼠culties:
In Response to Paul Standish’s Lecture 
KAKERU ASAOKA 
Graduate School of Education, Kyoto University 
In S，宅ptember2013 at丘）otoUnivmity,，即ehad a seげesof企・cturese抗ztit.』d'Educatio I 1 
and the retrieval of the pどzst:1en 
jらllowingquestions.・7古erelation to the past古problematiιWhatis there to r，四nember'
What｝るrmsof selec加 nare invoんed?How）主rdo our reco／，たは附udistort? And what role 
is there）らJもrgetting?'P. Rica:urρ00呪jd」roargued that memory is斤mda削en師l砂the
matrix of histmy but, ther宅角悶 itis ~戸g叩n blocked, manψulate.ιd仇ISi附ウ叩1tr
obligated均yhistory. Also, the work of remembering is almost impossible. Thts ts because 
he cals the succ四 ofthe work a slψt miracle or happiness. His巾gumentcan be 
thought臼bφusanswer Standish s questio出 Thus,this essay has two purposι One is 
to separate key印 ncψ釘 weaiscussed in clas m却 threegrotψs and explain why the 
cone.ψts m each gro1ψcan be considered to belong to that g1別ψonthe criteria of the 
diffim凶 betweentime出1dspace. The Jiηt group comp1百四 imageand perspective, the 
second memoワand1てpresentation,and the third histo1y and narrative. The other 
purpose is to demonstrate that each group出川刑ιcertainessential cha/Ieng.目的atare 
transmitted among the groups, resulting in the p叩blemthat the g山tps4ψerience 
mu!tヂんdifficulti目
INTRODUCTION 
P. Rte田urwas a philosopher of hermeneutics and theology He was famous as the author of 
Temp et recit (Time and Narrative) (1983-1985) and Soi-mhne Comme 1m Autre (On目elfLike 
as the Other) (1990). He surprised those who had interpreted his thought according to these 
works by publishing La memoire, !'his加ire,l'ouh占（Memo1y,Hts加 y,Forgetting), wluch greatly 
advanced and revolutionized his thought. In this book, he discussed the nature of the 
phenomenon of memory, proce日esand limitation of historiography and relationships between 
the two. He argued that memory is fundamentally the matrix of history, while it is often 
blocked, mampulated, abusively controlled or obligated by history Such a conflict emerged in 
the enactment of laws of 'duty of memory’in 1990’s in his mother country, France. He 
crittctsed the lawsゐrneglecting citizens’varying memory capacities 
For It 1s not to 'the tyranny of memory’that it [=my work) will have desired to 
contribute. This abuse of abuses is among those it denounces with the same vigor 
with which it resists the substitution of the duty of memory for the work of 
mourning and the work of memory, and it limits itself to placing both of these labors 
under the sign of the idea of justice. (Ricoeur, 2000, p. 91) 
However, accu四日lyremembermg IS almost impossible, and he also recognized how difficult 
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the work of memory is Therefore, he esteemed the realization of his work as a slight miracle or 
happiness. 
The main target of my study for the past three years has been Rica:ur’s thinking regardmg 
education, while in September 2013 at the G阻duareSchool of Education, Kyoto UmvetSity, 
we had a series of lectures entirled 'Education and the retrieval of the past: remembering and 
日orgerring’byDr Standish in our clas on In日rnationalFrontiers in Educat1on and Research 
(C). He posed the日ollowingquestions：寸herelanon to the past ts problematic. What isthere to 
temember? What五ormsof selection are involved? How fat do our recollections distort? And 
what role is thete fot fotgerringア可Vethen discussed memoty and histoty while invokmg such 
！日戸川rdsas perspecnve and narrative However, I am afraid that we may have tried to entirely 
consider roo many concep回andkey words without distinguishing them. 
Thus, this e日ayhas two purpos田 Onets to separa日 keyconcep日 wediscussed in clas 
in凹 threegroups and explain why the concepts in each group can be considered to belong to 
that group on the criteria of the difference between time and space. The other is to demonstrate 
that each group assumes certain essential challenges that are transmitted among the groups, 
tesulting in the problem that the groups expenence multiple difficulties. 
The first group compnses image and pe.口;pective,both of which are related to space. The 
concept of image was not mentioned expltc1tly 11 the clas, bur I introduce It here，問先rrmgto 
Ric田ur.This element could have clarified discussion and, indeed, the manner of watching the 
movie 11lusrrated there offered examples of images we can or should perceive from an event. 
Thus, tnrroducmg the element of image here clarifies our discussion. The second group 
comprises memo1y and rψF自問tation,both of which are related回日me.The third group 
compnses history and narmtive, both of which are related to logic Of course, we should note 
that the term‘history’encompa日esmany subjects, but this白sayptimarily discusses a work of 
hisronography expected to be read by ctttzens. Table I below roughly descnbes these three 
groups. The reality group added to the table compris口 anythingthat has ever occurred or is 
presently occurring anywhere in the world. Eve1y image, memory and hisro1y ts a consequence 
of understandmg問aliry,and it cannot be understood entirely 11 Itself through any means. 
Reality has been called 'History tself, and this appellation has been criticized as the i日ueof 
moderniry; however, this essay does not address the concept of htstory in this context. 
Table 1: Three Difficulty Concept Groups 
Group Means of Perception I Difficulty i Prop叫
Ima!l.e －…R！一2：：阻；~阻一~：：…n 一…ふlEx…p一o向se型d；：~~o日i：立t~一：空：中oh： ~f：：；：…~.照i：：·一d：：：尽：~tfu一d日山川n町g内i…j …~；… 竺i: Memo')' 
History 
Reality (You can never perceive al of it simultaneously) I (Infinity) 
IMAGE AND PERSPECTIVE 
An image is what comes into one’s mind at a particular moment, including one’s subjective 
perception of something here and now, what is imagined as a kind of fiction and what is 
remembered, regardless of the degree of accuracy, 11 the present about something that existed 
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or happened in the past An imagined image repr白emssomerhing absent both in the pr回目H
and the past, whereas a remembered image represents something absent in the pr田enrbur 
present in the past. The latter composes one’s memories, as described later. Despite the various 
forms of images, aれyimage is fundamentally visual and occurs at a particular moment, which 
sugges臼 thatit is spatial. Even if it refers to an idea thar constitutes a memory in the figurative 
sense, as Ric田uradopted it in his theory, it maintains the nature not of time but of space 
because only on image as an id四 oc印 rsto someone at a specific moment in time. 
No image can avoid being resrricred by a person’S particular perspective A perspective IS, 
generally, a manner of thinking influenced by one's beliefs or expenences; however, it is also 
fundamentally vISual, as rhe morpheme 'specピindicates.Your image of an event in which you 
are involved depends on your perspective, where you are when rhe event happens, the physical 
point from which you observe (or listen to) it, and related factors However, you cannot 
perceive every出ingthat happens before you ar once. A perceprron rs nece日anlyselective If 
you perceive somerhing as an image, you have no choice but to do so from a certa111 
aspec←－with, again, the morpheme‘specピー－tharembodies your point of view. Thus, both a 
perspecrive as a way of perceiving and an image as a consequence of perceiving arc visual and 
spatial, and any image is always selected and resmcted by one’s perspective. Thus, we can say 
that images and perspectives have the nature of space 1 common 
MEMORY AND REPRESENTATION 
A memory compris口 aseries of represented images, which are, of course, remembered from 
what occurred in rhe past, not imagined as a form of fiction An image emerging from an event 
can become lost 1 one's mind, but it can be temembered. When it re山rns,it is said to be 
remembered as part of a memory. It is generally rhoughr that some images come into existence 
in an individual’s mind, become 五口rgottenand are later recovered by the individual, or they 
repeatedly appear and are then tetained. Such a memory can be called individual memory. But 
Halbwachs (19うO)identified anotherゐrmof memories, which he called collective memory. 
This form of memories is shared among the members of a commun1ty or a nation and IS 
handed down from the older to the younger generation or memorialized, especially through 
traditional social ceremonies. As each form of memoties suggests, memories are remembered 
by two typrcal methods, recogn1tion and repetition. The former means that memory IS 
forgotten and later recovered, whereas the latter means出atIt is preserved because it appears in 
one's mind repeatedly and almost印 nsrantly.The d1日Ferencebetween the two is described la町，
and the former is important in this essay 
Regardless of a memory’s form, any memorγcan have its authenticity questioned or 
challenged. It inheri臼 theessential vulnerabilities of al images because it consis臼 ofthem. F1悶L
it is difficult to distinguish a largely accurately remembered image from one that is purely 
imagined. Some images represent genuine past events remembered in the present, but others 
are purely imaginary, as previously mentioned, but both represent images absent in the present, 
which is the main reason for the difficulty. Second, memories are also strongly influenced by 
the selection and r田rrictionprocess mfluenced by ind1v1dual perspectives. 
Moreover, we must note that the images comprising a memo1y are representative A 
memory, by de白nition,represen日atime gap between the moment when an event occurred 
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and l臼 imag目白目tperceived, and that of the images being represented and recognized as a 
memory. The gap often raises such guest10ns as how one remembers it or how it has been 
mamtained. Most people doubt that any memory can endure the passage of time. However, 
this issue also implies the assumption that a memory must be authentic and not imaginary. 
Contrary to imagination, memory as a phenomenon should be viewed not merely as a Ii日目l
represen回口onof the past but also as the‘re-pr田entation’ofa series of images in one's mrnd; 
therefore, a successful memory can only be 're-cognized’What is imagined is a work of 
represen間口onwhose onginal has never existed in the real world, and there五orecannot be 
remembered by anyone, whereas what is remembered is also a work of re-presentation whose 
original really exists or existed, and ir occurs in someone’s mmd again and becomes re-cognized 
The morpheme 're’fundamentally means thar somerhmg happens again, with a gap of rime 
between 1tS first occurrence and the next event As the ‘re’illusrrates, a phenomenon of 
memory relates to the theme of time. 
This gap rais白 anotherdoubt about the authenti口ryof memories. Any memory inevitably 
fades. The images of rhar original event one experienc目白Iout of consciousne問。rbecome 
replaced by orher innumerable images, and they larer rise to rhe surface of one’s consciousness 
or above other imag田 Thisphenomenon can be considered a represen間口on,bur it st1l 
warrants doubt about whether It is an accura日間ーpresentationor is an outcome of memory or 
imagination For the phenomenon to be confirmed as a re-presen田口on,the returning images 
must be re-cognized as themselves. They must be re-cognized as those of the event you 
experienced, or previously‘cognized’However, this process IS extremely difficult, or almost 
imposSible, because the first images have been left behind as if they were a stranger's. Thus, 
memory as a phenomenon is vulnerable to the difficulty resultmg from 旧日mporalnature. 
HISTORY AND NARRATIVE 
We now bring this町田yaround to the conclusion of its overall subject, history and its 
difficulties. Although the question of what h!Story IS al about should be, and has been, 
discussed in various ways, but here weゐcuson its historiography. That is, we now focus on 
the fact that history is仕aughtwith multiple difficulties it inherits from memories, of which it 
印 nsists,and from the original images, of which memories consist 
Reviewing the preceding discussion, the first difficulty is the restriction of images to a 
single aspect by a particular perspective. One cannot perceive an image of an event without a 
perspective, because you had to be present to experience the event, wluch can be regarded as a 
problem of space. Also, memori田 inheritthe difficulty from the images that comprise them. 
The second d1fficulry’s first element (Table 1) is the exposure of memories to doubt regarding 
whether the imag口 composingthem are truly remembered or merely imagined, because both 
types of images are once forgotten and later recalled This recovery of imag田 canbe considered 
not only a representat10n but also re-presentat10n. The second difficulry’s second element 
(Table 1) is the fading of memories caused by the gap between the moment of an original 
image perception and its recovery. These two elements of difficulty can be regarded as the 
problem of nme. If we consider that memones compnse history, moreover, it suffers from 
their difficulties This structure of memories accoun回目ora series of even臼 insome way, but 
smct!y, It does not consist of those even臼 themselvesbut of memori白 aboutpast even日 that
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are descnbed in a passage or otherwise expressed. Therefore, history naturally main四insthe 
difficulties inherent in memori回
Yet another d1fficulry unique to history tesul四 fromirs natrative nature It not only 
descnbes ot expresses a series of events but also edits and plo臼 themThat is, it explains why 
an event would happen or what event would result from certam c1rcumsrances Even if it does 
not do so explicitly, it implies selecting certain even日仕oman unlimited number of events that 
occurred in the same period and arranging them in a narrative. Readers must petceive a plot 
and cannot help a日umingthat one event caused, or at least somewhat influenced, another 
Underlying this method of perception, we should no日 thatit is almost impossible to separate a 
single event from the whole wtth no presuppositions, These problems suggest the difficult 
relationship between the 'phenomenon itself and the activity of explanation and 
understandmg. We cannot explain and unders四nd叩 ythmgwtthout separanng and selecting 
it from the whole and arranging it along a plot lme, Thus, lustory as h1stonography ts 
fundamentally restricted by i日 logicalnature, which comprises the third difficulty. Because of 
this conflict and because history is characterized by logic, history is like a fabtic whose weft 1s 
space and whose warp 1s time, and logic weaves itself among the spatial and temporal factors. 
Thus, history and logic relate inextricably with one another. 
NOTE 
The odginal version of rhis paper was presenred ar The 7山InremarionalSymposium berween rhe lnsrirure of 
Educ叩on,Urnvecsiry of London (UK), and rhe Graduare School ofEduc叩on，】くyo叩 UniversiryQapan). 
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